In Index coding there is a single sender with multiple messages and multiple receivers each wanting a different set of messages and knowing a different set of messages a priori. The Index Coding problem is to identify the minimum number of transmissions (optimal length) to be made so that all receivers can decode their wanted messages using the transmitted symbols and their respective prior information and also the codes with optimal length. Recently in [6], it is shown that different optimal length codes perform differently in a wireless channel. Towards identifying the best optimal length index code one needs to know the number of optimal length index codes. In this paper we present results on the number of optimal length index codes making use of the representation of an index coding problem by an equivalent network code. We give the minimum number of codes possible with the optimal length. This is done using a simpler algebraic formulation of the problem compared to the approach of Koetter and Medard [4].
I. INTRODUCTION
We consider the index coding problem first introduced by Birk et. al. in [2] . In an index coding (IC) problem, there is a single sender with multiple messages and some receivers. Each of them wants a set of messages and knows a set of messages a priori. A single uniprior IC problem is a scenario where each receiver knows a single unique message a priori and a unicast problem is another where each receiver wants a unique set of messages. A single unicast is when the size of each of those wanted sets in a unicast problem is one. One needs to identify the minimum number of transmissions to be made so that all receivers can decode their wanted messages using the transmitted bits and their respective prior information. Ong and Ho in [1] proposed the optimal length of a uniprior index coding problem. El Rouayheb et. al. in [3] found that every index coding problem can be reduced to an equivalent network coding problem. An algebraic representation of network codes was done by Koetter and Medard in [4] . In this paper we present an algebraic characterisation of an index code after reducing it to an equivalent network code. Harvey et.al in [7] proposed an algorithm for network codes for multicast problems, which is based on a new algorithm for maximumrank completion of mixed matrices. Our problem is not a multicast problem. Hence the results in [7] cannot be applied.
There can be several linear optimal index codes in terms of lowest number of transmissions for an IC problem. But among them one needs to identify the index code which minimizes the maximum number of transmissions that is required by any receiver in decoding its desired message [6] . The motivation for this is that each of the transmitted symbols is error prone in a wireless scenario and lesser the number of transmissions used in decoding the desired message, lesser will be its probability of error. Hence among all the codes with the same length, the one for which the maximum number of transmissions used by any receiver is the minimum, will have minimum-maximum error probability. This has already been discussed in [6] where the solution for uniprior case is found.
The contributions and organisation of this paper may be summarized as follows:
• This paper, through an algebraic characterization, gives a method to identify the optimal length of a linear solution for a single unicast index coding problem. This is done by finding a transfer matrix (whose elements depend on the index code we choose) which relates the input messages and the decoded messages. This is done in Section III. • We give the minimum number of codes possible with the optimal length for a single unicast index coding problem. This is done in Section III-B. We find this by finding the minimum number of feasible solutions of a linear system of equations which represents our index coding problem. The proofs of all the lemmas and theorems are given in [8] along with illustrative examples.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
A general index coding problem can be formulated as follows: There are n messages, x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n and m receivers. Each receiver wants a set of messages, W i and knows a set of messages K i . For a general unicast problem, W i ∩ W j = ∅, for i = j. The special case when m = n and W i = {x i } is called a single unicast problem. A general unicast problem can always be reduced to a single unicast problem with | W i |= 1 by replication of receivers. Hence the observations in this paper applies to a general unicast problem as well. The optimal length of a linear solution of an IC problem is identified. Also, a lower bound on the total number of linear index coding solutions with the optimal length for a single unicast problem is identified. Any single unicast problem can be represented by an equivalent network coding problem as in Fig. 1 . This was proposed by El Rouayheb et. al. in [3] .
Here each of the messages x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n is represented by a source node and g 1 , g 2 , . . . , g c represent the broadcast channel and l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l c , l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l c represent the intermediate nodes. When two or more edges have the same tail node, they carry the same message. Also l i transmits to its outgoing edges whatever it gets by g i . The source nodes transmit their respective messages as such through their outgoing edges. The length of the index code is represented by c. The optimal value of c among all linear solutions of an IC problem is to be found. Our operations are over the finite field F 2 . But the results in this paper can be carried over to other fields also. The dashed lines represent the connection between a receiver node and its prior message (node) among the set of messages (nodes), i.e., they represent the side information possessed by the receivers. For every single unicast problem, we can find a graph like the one given in Fig. 1 . Let us call it G. The graph G can be represented as G = (V, E), where V = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n , l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l c , l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l c , R 1 , R 2 , . . . , R n } is the vertex set and E is the edge set. We can observe that | E |
where v 1 is the tail of the edge and v 2 is the head of the edge. For an edge e, Y (e) represents the message passed in that edge. We can get a transfer matrix M n×n (which is shown in section III) such that Z = [z 1 z 2 . . . z n ] T , the vector of output messages at each of the receivers, can be expressed as
where X = [x 1 x 2 . . . x n ] T , the vector of input messages. Hence, we can solve the IC in c number of transmissions if M is an identity matrix.
III. ALGEBRAIC FORMULATION
For a general single unicast problem, we can find a matrix M n×n such that the vector of output bits Z = M X. We can observe that M is a product of three matrices as given in (3). 1 We will give the structure of each of these matrices first and then explain how we derived (3) .
The matrix A relates the input messages and the messages flowing through the outgoing edges of all the source nodes. The matrix A satisfies the following relation.
where Ȳ T is as in (1) . Ȳ is the vector of messages flowing through the outgoing edges of all the source nodes and is of
The matrix A is of order (nc + n i=1 | K i |) × n and it can be split in the form,
where A B is of order nc×n and A SI is of order
The matrix A B is a matrix formed by row-concatenation of matrices A i , i = 1, . . . n where each A i is a c × n matrix in which all elements in the i-th column are ones and the rest all are zeros as given in (8) .
Each A i corresponds to the message passed by the source node x i to the intermediate nodes, l j , j = 1, . . . , c. The matrix A SI has only one non-zero element (which is one) in each row. This matrix corresponds to the side information possessed by the receivers and each successive set of | K i | rows correspond to the side information possessed by R i for i = 1 to n. In each set of | K i | rows, each row is distinct and has only one non-zero element (which is one as we operate over the finite field F 2 .) which occupies the respective column-position of one of the messages in the prior set of R i . Hence the matrix A is fixed for a fixed c.
The matrix F relates to the messages sent in the broadcast channel and the side information possessed by the receivers and is of order
It is the matrix that satisfies the following relation.
where Ȳ T is as in (5) . Ȳ is the vector of messages flowing to each of the receiver. We can observe that F can be split into four block matrices as given below.
Matrix F B is a square matrix of order nc which is of the form given in (6) and I is the identity matrix. The elements β (xi,lj) , ∀i = 1, . . . , n and j = 1, . . . , c belong to the finite field F 2 . Every ((i − 1)n + 1)-th to ((i − 1)n + n)-th row are identical for i = 1, 2, . . . , c. If ((i − 1)n + 1)-th row is denoted as t i ,
for i = 1, 2, . . . , c.
The matrix B is of order n × (nc + n i=1 | K i |). It relates to the decoding operations done at the receivers. It is the matrix that satisfies the following relation,
where Z = [z 1 z 2 z 3 . . . z n ] T , is the vector of output messages decoded at the receivers. The matrix B can be split into two block matrices as below.
where B B is a matrix of order n × nc and in every row only c elements are non-zero and the non-zero elements correspond to whether or not R i uses that particular transmission to decode its wanted message. The matrix B SI is of order
It relates to the side information possessed by the receivers. In this matrix all elements except the i-th element in every successive set of | K i | columns are strictly zeros, for all i = 1 to n. The rest of the elements are either one or zero and it depends on the messages used by a receiver to decode its wanted message. The matrix B B is as in (9). The elements lj,Ri for j = 1, . . . , c and i = 1, . . . , n belong to the finite field F 2 . From (4), (10) and (15), we get
So,
An index code is solvable with c number of transmissions if we can find variables (β's and 's) such that M is an identity matrix.
A. Method to Identify the Optimal Length for a Linear solution
We have analysed the structures of the three matrices B, F, A in the previous section. We need M = B F A to be I, the identity matrix. Here for a fixed length c, A is fixed and as can be verified all the columns of A are independent. Hence the rank of A is n. So columns of I n (identity matrix of order n) lie in the column space of A T . Hence the equation A T T (nc+ n i=1 |Ki|)×n = I n has at least one solution for T . Observe that the number of free variables in T is (n 2 c − n 2 + n n i=1 | K i |) and the number of pivot variables is n 2 [5] . Hence the number of right inverses of
. We need to find a matrix T which is a right inverse of A T as well is a product of some F T and B T in the required form. Let us call the set of all such matrices which satisfy both the conditions as S(c). It is a function of c. The cardinality of the set S(c) for a given length c is unknown. To analyse it, let us assume that S(c) is non-empty. Take a T which belongs to S(c). So, there exists B and F such that
where T B is a n × nc matrix. Hence,
This gives T SI = B SI . So the positions which are to be strictly occupied by zeros in B SI are zeros in T SI also.
| K i |) zeroes and when the rest of the elements of T SI are fixed, B SI also gets fixed. Keeping this in mind, we find out how many such T 's are possible at the most. As the rank of A is n, the total number of right inverses of A T with restrictions said above (regarding the presence of zeroes at specific places) is 2
|Ki| . Let us call this set S (c). Clearly S(c) ⊆ S (c). Hence,
We will have to identify the elements in the set S (c) which also belong to S(c). But a matrix belongs to S(c) if and only if at least one pair of (B, F ) exists such that their product is the transpose of the matrix itself. For each T from S(c), how many (B, F ) pairs are possible is unknown. First of all, when we fix T , B SI gets fixed. So for a pair (B, F ) whose product is T T (which belongs to set S(c)),
From (23) However for a T ∈ S(c), if any such set of columns in T B (i.e., the set {T coli , T colc+i , . . . , T col (n−1)c+i }, ∀i) has only all-zero columns, then either all the β's or all the 's corresponding to that set are zeros. When the β's are zeros, the 's can take any of the 2 n values possible and vice versa. Hence the number of possibilities for such a set of all-zero columns is 2 n+1 −1. Hence the total number of (B, F ) possible for a T matrix is (2 n+1 − 1) λ , where λ, 0 ≤ λ ≤ c is the number of sets of columns whose all elements are all-zero columns among the sets {T coli , T colc+i , . . . , T col (n−1)c+i }, ∀i.
Theorem 1. A length c is optimal for a linear index coding problem if and only if all the matrices in S(c) have λ = 0.
Theorem 1 is illustrated in Example-1 and Example-2 in [8] .
B. Minimum Number of Codes Possible for an Optimal c
In this subsection, we find the lower bound on the number of linear codes which are optimal in terms of bandwidth for a single unicast index coding problem algebraically and prove that this is met with equality by a special class of index coding problems. We only consider linear codes with optimal length. For the optimal c, the number of matrices which are right inverses of A T and whose transpose is a product of some B and F gives the number of codes possible with that length, which is also the size of the set S(c). But for any T ∈ S(c),
where LHS will be of the form as in (19).
Theorem 2. The number of linear index coding solutions having optimal length c for a single unicast IC problem is at-least
Note that all possible matrices occupying RHS of (25) are exactly the collection of matrices which fits the index coding problem as per the definition of a fitting matrix in [2] . Hence algebraically we have proved the already established result [2] that the optimal length of a linear solution is the minimum among the ranks of all the matrices which fits the IC problem. Corollary 1. The number of index codes possible with the optimal length c for a single unicast IC problem is given by
where µ is the number of T T SI matrices out of the 2 n i=1 |Ki| possible ones which give a c-rank RHS matrix of (25) with unique column space.
Proof. The Proof of this follows from that of Theorem 2.
Corollary 2. The bound in Theorem 2 is satisfied with equality for the class of single unicast single uniprior problems.
